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AMICE Adaptation of the Meuse to the Impacts of Climate Evolutions  

is an INTERREG IVB North West Europe Project (number 074C). 

Climate change impacts the Meuse basin creating more floods and more droughts. The 

river managers and water experts from 4 countries of the basin join forces in this EU-

funded transnational project to elaborate an innovative and sustainable adaptation 

strategy. The project runs from 2009 through 2012. To learn more about the project 

visit: www.amice-project.eu 

 

The NWE INTERREG IV B Program  
The Program funds innovative transnational actions that lead to a better management 

of natural resources and risks, to the improvement of means of communication and to 

the reinforcement of communities in North-West Europe. 

To learn more about the program visit: www.nweurope.eu 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Objectives of the AMICE Project 

Climate change experts are increasingly pointing out the importance of adaptation to 

anticipated changes, as opposed to waiting until impacts are irreversible. Conse-

quences of climate change on river basins can be potentially catastrophic. Floods are 

the main hazard, whereas droughts and low-flows are a newer threat, conditioned 

both by climate change and an increased water demand. Adaptation is necessary if we 

are to maintain our living standards and remain competitive.  

 

Recently, climate change and its impact on water management have been high on the 

agenda in the EU: Green Paper, Communication on Water Scarcity and Droughts, 

Floods Directive (2007/60/EC), Meeting of the Water Directors, etc. The goals are 

clear, and now is the time to start acting at the basin level.  

 

Despite many uncertainties on the future climatic context, especially on extreme 

events, climate models are increasingly reliable and the spatial downscaling of climate 

model outputs has already produced several regional scenarios. According to the pre-

cautionary principle, uncertainty about the damage likely to be incurred should not 

serve as an argument to delay action. 

 

Water managers from four countries of the Meuse basin (France, Belgium, Germany 

and the Netherlands), have decided to unite forces and knowledge in order to propose 

an adaptation strategy at the international basin scale. 

 

Each member state has already started developing national adaptation strategies, 

although they are not easily shared or compared: the climate scenarios are different, 

the damage costs are evaluated with different methods, the measures enforced by 

neighbouring countries are not taken into account, etc. 

 

By working together jointly on sharing data and methodologies, it is intended to de-

velop a truly transnational strategic response to the impacts of climate change to the 

benefit of all the regions covered by the Meuse basin. Transnational cooperation will 

also facilitate the development of a "basin culture", both between water managers 

and the population, and increase solidarity. 

 

Therefore, the ‘AMICE’ project has been set up: Adaptation of the Meuse to the Im-

pacts of Climate Evolutions. The Project receives financial support from the European 

‘INTERREG IV B’ Program as well as from the Meuse basin Member States and Regions. 

It lasts four years (2009-2012) and is coordinated by EPAMA. 
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The aims of AMICE are to: 

1. Develop a basin-wide climate adaptation strategy, coordinated transnationally, 

focused on water discharges and the functions influenced by them. The strat-

egy development will take into account climate scenarios, on-going projects, 

existing measures and the EU Floods Directive (2007/60/EC), with a particular 

focus on floods and low-flows. 

2. Realize a set of measures against low-flows and floods, profitable for the inter-

national basin of the Meuse and that can be transferred to other river basins in 

Europe. 

3. Reinforce and widen the partnership between stakeholders of the Meuse ba-

sin, and increase the exchange of knowledge and experience on prevention, 

preparedness and protection against flood and drought risks. 

4. Engage the local population and stakeholders by improving their understanding 

of climate change, sustainable development, basin functioning, risk conscious-

ness of water hazards and the sense of belonging to a common river basin, 

across administrative and language borders. 

 

Studies have already been undertaken relating to future climate change, synthesized 

in ‘The impacts of climate change on the discharges of the river Meuse’, 2005, Interna-

tional Meuse Commission.  

 

Conclusions from these studies have highlighted: 

• increased flood frequency in winter, particularly extreme events, 

• increases in low-flows, more likely as a result of higher water demand than due 

to higher air temperatures, 

• the need to agree on common scenarios and to jointly examine the effect of an 

improved coordination of water management policies. 

 

The AMICE Project is divided into 5 Work Packages (WP). WP1 focuses on the quantifi-

cation of climate change impact (including Climate scenarios & hydrological modelling, 

flood & risk mapping for some hotspots, droughts). In WP2-4, a set of structural and 

non-structural measures for climate change mitigation/ adaptation is implemented 

and evaluated. See Table 0.1 in Annex 3 for an overview of the measures implemented 

in scope of AMICE. Finally, WP 5 is dedicated to the communication and dissemination 

of results.  

 

The present report is part of WP1. The completed Action 3 of WP1 has already re-

sulted in basin-wide scenarios on climate change and discharges [1], used as input for 

the adaptation strategy. 
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Figure 1.1: AMICE project organization chart. 

1.2 Objectives of AMICE Action 9 and the purpose of this document 

This document is the result of WP1, Action 9 of the AMICE project (see figure 1.1). It 

intends to pave the way for the development of a transnational roadmap to climate 

adaptation in the Meuse river basin, which carries the support of stakeholders and 

decision makers in all countries of the river basin. 

 

The general results of the AMICE project (see also annex 3) have illustrated the need 

to come to a joint, transnational approach to prepare the Meuse river basin for the 

expected impacts of climate change.  

 

This document was produced in close collaboration with key-stakeholders from the 

river basin. It reflects their ideas on how such a roadmap could look like, what it needs 

to contain, and which are the relevant issues in the different countries and regions of 

the river basin. 

 

The present document will serve as a stakeholder input to the general strategy for 

climate adaptation which will be produced by the AMICE project. At the same time, it 

aspires to widen up scientific discussions and to trigger political discussions on the 

future of transnational climate change adaptation among the Meuse countries.  

 

1.3 Definitions 

The Webster definition of a roadmap is: A map for motorists, showing the roads of a 

given region, the route and condition, etc1 . 

 

Just as a roadmap for motorists shows the users where they start and where they 

want to arrive, so do we intend with this document to give an impression of what is 

needed to set out the pathway to climate adaptation in the Meuse Basin, by outlining 

the situation of departure, the possible desired outcome (where we want to be, our 
                                                           
1 Webster’s New World Dictionary (Third College Edition) 
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vision), the possible obstacles on the way, and the choices that need to be made 

when, where and by whom, in order to achieve climate adaptation.   

The starting point is reflected in the results of the AMICE project so far, which give 

insight into the current and possible future status of the river basin with respect to the 

impacts of climate change on the river basin.  

 

Where we want to go to with climate adaptation in the Meuse basin is outlined in the 

Vision, which is a dream-picture of the desired situation in the future. 

The different highways and byways are the different strategies, measures and actions 

that could be chosen, understood as follows: 

 

Strategy = the method or plan chosen to bring about the desired future, con-

sisting of several measures. 

 

Measure = course of action taken to achieve a particular purpose, consisting of 

several actions. 

 

Action = a specific deed, done by a specific person or organization, at a specific 

time. 

 

Sometimes measures and actions are referred to as steps when they are to be done in 

a certain chronological order. 

 

1.4 Methodology and Approach 
This roadmap is produced in close cooperation between stakeholders who are working 

in the different institutions of the Meuse countries and who are assigned with the 

strategic planning and management of water resources in the Meuse basin. In inter-

views and two international workshops, 4-5 key decision-makers and water managers 

from the four Meuse countries (i.e. France, Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands), 

discussed a common vision for the river basin and identified challenges, measures and 

possible steps which need to be taken to achieve this vision. A detailed description of 

the methodology can be found in annex 2. 

 

1.5 Status and follow-up 
The present report constitutes the end-product of this exercise: a joint document, 

which outlines the expected changes of the Meuse river basin, presents a vision of the 

river basin in 2100, identifies the challenges and proposes a list of measures and steps 

which can be used to mitigate and / or prevent negative effects of climate change on 

the river basin. Previous draft versions of this document were circulated among partic-

ipants, and discussed and updated during the workshops. At the same time, the pre-

sent document aspires to widen up scientific discussions and to trigger political discus-

sions on the future of transnational climate change adaptation among the Meuse 

countriesAfter its final completion the present document was approved by all partici-

pating stakeholders. 
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This document serves as a stakeholder input to the general strategy for climate adap-

tation which will be produced by the AMICE project. Together with the other AMICE 

results, it will be presented to the managing authorities of the Meuse countries and 

the International Meuse Commission. Furthermore, the document is to be presented 

at the AMICE final conference, which will take place from March 13
th

 to 15
th

, 2013 in 

France. 

 

By this, we intend to open up the scientific discussion, to raise awareness for the need 

to adapt the Meuse river basin to climate change and to help the results of AMICE a 

step further. 

 

This document does not aspire to provide a complete, full-fledged climate adaptation 

strategy for the Meuse River basin. Instead, , together with the other AMICE results, it 

intends to provide clarity on the first concrete steps that will have to be taken  to-

wards the formulation of a full-fledged climate adaptation strategy, approved by 

stakeholders, as well as decision makers,  and about who should take these steps. We 

hope this document will inspire, stimulate and enable decision-makers at regional, 

national and international level to take the right decisions, leading to a Meuse Basin 

that is better prepared for and adapted to climate change. 

 

1.6 A reader’s guide to this transnational roadmap for climate adap-

tation in the Meuse river basin 

Figure 1.2 presents the structure of this roadmap, which can help the reader to orient.   

1. Current situation of the 
Meuse River Basin

2. Vision of the Meuse 
River Basin in 2100

3. Challenges

4. Steps

 

Figure 1.2: Overview of the structure of the transnational roadmap for climate adaptation in the 

Meuse river basin 

 

The following chapters first describe the current situation of the Meuse river basin 

with respect to climate change adaptation, and the predictions for the development of 

the river basin until 2100, if no measures are taken (a chapter which is exclusively 

based on the results produced in the AMICE project).  To stay in the roadmap vocabu-

lary, chapter 2 thus forms the point of departure.  
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Next, a joint vision on the future of the Meuse river basin in the year 2100 is pre-

sented, which gives an impression on the desired outcome. Thereafter, the challenges 

which we are facing on our way to reach the desired vision are presented, and differ-

ent steps are identified on national, and transnational level.  

 

The list of participants who contributed to this document can be found in Annex1. 

Annex 2 gives a detailed description of the methodology which was used to come to 

this roadmap, followed by the evaluation of participants.. Annex 3 provides a more 

detailed insight into the general findings of the AMICE project as of mid 2012. A list of 

possible measures for climate adaptation in the Meuse river basin, which was com-

piled during the stakeholder workshops, can be found in annex 4. In annex 5, concrete 

actions which could be executed under each measure are presented. 
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2 Current situation of the Meuse river basin: A brief overview of 

the preliminary results of AMICE 

This chapter describes the point of departure for the transnational roadmap for cli-

mate adaptation in the Meuse river basin: the current situation of the Meuse river 

basin with respect to climate change adaptation, based on and limited to the results of 

the AMICE project at the time of writing (September 2012). A more detailed overview 

of the results of the project can be found in Annex 3, and all reports on the actions 

undertaken in AMICE, including the detailed results can be downloaded at: 

www.amice-project.eu. 

It should be kept in mind that the exact implications of climate change are and will 

remain uncertain. AMICE helps to get a better picture of what the trends are, but can-

not predict which scenario is actually going to happen in the Meuse river basin, a prob-

lem which is also experienced in other European river basins, such as the Rhine and 

the Danube. 

AMICE works on climate projections for the medium (2021-2050) and far (2071-2100) 

future. Two extreme scenarios are built by the AMICE partners that represent the 

reliable envelope of possible futures. 

2.1 Climate scenarios and hydrological model 

Previous to AMICE, different climate models were in use by the different countries. 

The main difference between the scenarios of the different countries was related to 

the predicted precipitation. All scenarios which were in use by the different partners 

show a temperature increase. Furthermore, wet and dry scenarios both show a pre-

cipitation decrease in summer. 

 

Thus, the first step of the project was to decide on a common climate model, and 

thereby the exact trends, based on which common future scenarios could be devel-

oped.  

 

Together, the AMICE partners have agreed on the following hydrological trends for the 

whole Meuse area: 

- Flood discharges : an increase in Qhx100 (centennial hourly flood peak) of 

+15% for 2021-2050 and +30% for 2071-2100 

- Low-flow discharges: a decrease in MAM7 (Mean Annual Minimum 7-days 

discharge values) of -10% for 2021-2050 and -40% for 2071-2100. 

 

A table with specific information on the climate scenario developed in scope of AMICE 

can be found under: http://www.amice-project.eu/en/news.php?refactu=40 
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2.2 Flood maps & risk analysis 

In the scope of AMICE, flood maps along the whole course of river Meuse were devel-

oped, accounting for the hydrological impact of climate change.  

The flood maps and calculations show a significantly higher impact of climate change 

on water depth in the central part of the basin (max. 130cm over the centennial 

flood), compared to the upper and lower parts (max 70cm over the centennial flood). 

This is due to the morphology of the valleys, which are narrower in the central part, as 

compared to upstream and downstream floodplains. 

 

Based on these flood maps, potential economical damage caused by the extra flooded 

area was calculated. With regard to monetary damages, the major cities along the 

river are the most vulnerable to future floods. Though the Meuse basin is largely cov-

ered by forest and agricultural land, human settlements account for the major part of 

the total flood damage. 
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3 A Vision of the Meuse Basin in 2100 

The joint vision of the Meuse Basin in 2100 is based on a brainstorm exercise in the 

first workshop with stakeholders on the long term goals for the Meuse River basin (see 

annex 1 for a complete list of stakeholders and annex 2 for a detailed overview of the 

methodology). In this brainstorm exercise, participants were asked to express their 

dream-picture of the Meuse basin in the year 2100. The scope of the brainstorm was 

completely open, and participants were explicitly asked to be ambitious (and not nec-

essarily realistic). This resulted in a vision, or dream-picture of the future, which com-

prises general objectives, but also already includes a number of measures which can 

be applied to reach the objectives. 

 

The idea behind creating a vision is to formulate a joint wish and hope for the future of 

the Meuse river basin, which outlines the direction which future development in the 

Meuse river basin should take. At the same time, such a joint stakeholder vision helps 

to unravel underlying contradictions which show the different future desires of differ-

ent stakeholders. By this, the need for measures which can help to overcome what we 

currently see as a contradiction becomes clear.  

 

Figure 3.1 presents an image of the desired future for the Meuse river basin (‘artist 

impression). The vision of the Meuse shows a river basin without national and sub-

national borders. This is to be understood as a metaphor of the desire for a stronger 

international cooperation and coordination of water management in the river basin. 

Some participants also expressed a wish for more mandate for the International 

Meuse Commission.  

 

An addition to the vision which a stakeholder made after the workshops was that the 

vision should explicitly name flexibility in the approach, resilience as aim and overall 

sustainability of actions/measures. 

 

A remarkable characteristic of the vision is the apparent contradictions between dif-

ferent ideas of the future, such as more natural river characteristics together with 

more shipping (see Table 3.1).  A strengthening of the natural river morphology, for 

example, will probably have negative consequences for navigation.  
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Figure 3.1: Dream vision on the possible future of the Meuse River Basin in 2100 
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Another example is the desire for a re-establishment of river continuity (e.g. for the 

migration of fish), while at the same time, more sluices are envisioned in the river 

basin.  

 

The question arises, how these inherent contradictions can be overcome in the Meuse 

river basin. Are there measures that can combine seemingly non combinable sectoral 

needs? Can mitigation take place between different desires, or can the same outcome 

be achieved with different measures than those foreseen in the vision? 

 

Table 3.1: Remarks from stakeholders accompanying the vision 

General 

Crisis proof management 

WFD implemented  

More Mandate for IMC 

Informed Citizens/ Awareness 

New knowledge 

Better commitment of population 

Meuse culture, proudness 

Development 

Economic development of the Meuse axis 

More shipping 

Enough drinking water 

Sustainable industry and agriculture 

Desalination for drinking water supply of Brussels 

Nature/Environment 

Natural river morphology 

No weirs on non-navigable waterways 

Good ecological and chemical status 

No more settlements in river bed 

More forest 

More 'sponges' (A stronger “sponge”/ buffer function of the river basin) 

More room for rivers 

Better water quality 

Ecological connections 

Fish migration/ river continuity 

Adapt sluices 

 

How to organize joint, internationally coordinated decision-making can address these 

contradictions and produce adequate trade-offs between different sectoral needs, 

with the final aim to promote sustainable river basin development? 

 

The visioning exercise also pointed at the existing knowledge gaps with respect to the 

development of population dynamics in the river basin, and the future socio-economic 

changes to be expected. 
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4 List of challenges 

 Figure 4.1 shows the main issues, or challenges, as they were identified in interviews 

with key stakeholders. Remarkably, a strong emphasis was put in most interviews on 

the challenge that cooperation and coordination are posing to the river basin. Water 

shortage and water quantity were also mentioned as an important issue for the whole 

river basin. 

 

 
Figure 4.1 ‘Word cloud’ of the main issues in water management in the whole Meuse Basin, identified 

by interviewees from the different countries/regions. Size of the words correlates with the number of 

interviewees who named the issue  (total number of interviews: 9). 

 

Based on the vision presented in chapter 3, different challenges which the Meuse river 

basin is  facing, and which prevent it from reaching this vision were identified in the 

first stakeholder workshop (see Annex2). Stakeholders classified most of the chal-

lenges as transnational in nature, rather than regional. The majority of those chal-

lenges can be solved regionally, and many of them exist in all countries. There was a 

general consensus that most challenges are urgent, and implementation has to be 

started as soon as possible. 

Identified challenges were clustered into a table (see table 4.1). 
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Table 4.1: Overview of challenges and challenge clusters identified during the first workshop. The list 

has been completed with challenges which were identified by AMICE partners during an earli-

er AMICE session. 

Challenge cluster Challenge 

Land-use • Spatial planning 

• Better land use planning ./. floods 

• Damage caused by floods 

• Multifunctional zones (agricult. Supply & water retention) 

• Lack of land, e.g. (for reservoirs, etc) 

• Change agriculture (EU) 

• Room for water -> restore watersystem (river-valley – groundwa-

ter) 

Awareness • Public awareness (water use, water problem, climate change) more 

efficient on long term 

• Awareness & change of life 

• Climate Sceptic 

• Willing to change (behavior..) and take actions 

• Sociology, basin culture 

• Promote Meuse Basin as example 

• Lack of money 

Water Quality & Ecolo-

gy 

 

• Regional differences, it depends on river/ river stretch 

• Not for all substances there are standards (e,g, emerging sub-

stances, pharmaceutics, etc) 

• Not all standards are met 

• Adaptation of agricultural practices 

• More water efficient processes for industry 

Improve  

knowledge 

• Missing knowledge: lots of open questions: 

o Impact of substances 

o Prediction of future trends 

o Impacts of measures on hydromorphology 

o Cost-effectiveness 

o Economic analysis of water services 

o Relationship between: 

� Agriculture and infiltration 

� Agriculture and erosion 

Agriculture and suspension/ sediments 

 
Adaptation of existing 

directives 

• Incorporation of climate adaptation into directives, also on the 

level of the measures (degree of urgency is debatable. It is urgent 

to get started because the incorporation into legislation takes a lot 

of time. When climate change already mentioned : implementation 

is key focus) 

o Water framework directive (WFD) 

o Flood directive ( FD) has already provisions on climate 

change) 

Integrated uses of 

water 

• How to combine: 

o Shipping with nature? 

o Shipping with recreation? 

o Shipping with agriculture? 

o Recreation with nature? 

Water shortage • Increase low water flows of Meuse by water management in Rur 

• Decrease the uses of water 
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Coordination/ Coopera-

tion 

• National interests versus international interests 

• Lack of cooperation 

• Real international coordination 

• Communication on WFD coordination 

Other challenges that 

could not be included in 

a Cluster 

• Lack of money in communities 

• Increase of water demand  

• Yet unforeseen challenges in other sectors than water 

• Different impacts in different regions  

Other challenges identi-

fied during the defini-

tion of Measures 

• Heat-island effect in cities 

• Biodiversity 

• Climate change mitigation 

Other challenges identi-

fied by the AMICE 

Partners in earlier 

brainstorming sessions 

• Uncertainty in the climate projections and in the socio-economical 

scenarios : integrate uncertainty in planning and designing, update 

plans on a regular basis, etc 

• Awareness and Involvement of politicians  

• Early warning systems (esp. for flash floods) 

 

Table 4.2, which was compiled based on data collected in interviews with stakeholders 

on the (sub-)national challenges experienced in the river basin, shows that challenges 

are not distributed homogeneously over the river basin. Different countries experi-

ence different challenges, and the degree to which the different regions/ countries 

perceive a challenge as urgent strongly varies. Germany and Wallonia indicated not to 

have any big problems at all. 

 

Table 4.2:Main Issues in water management in the different (sub-)national parts of the river basin, as 

mentioned in interviews 

Most imminent water management issue 

Country 

Belgium 
France Germany Netherlands 

Flanders Walonia 

Water quality     x x x 

Low water (for navigation)   x x     

Water temperature      x   x
2
 

Flooding      x   x 

(International) coordination    x       

Understanding and insight of other countries    x       

Groundwater table problems        x   

Fragmentation of mandates  x         

Growing water use and demand  x         

Lack of good information         x 

Spatial planning          x 

No big problems    x   x   

 

                                                           
2 Added later in the first stakeholder workshop 
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5 Measures, Actions and Criteria 

For the above mentioned challenges, measures were identified which could help miti-

gate or relieve them.  In total, 75 measures were identified that can be implemented to 
adapt water management to climate change (see Annex 4). This list of measures is by 

no means exhaustive, and many more measures can be found (as sources for more 

measures were mentioned the climate adaptation strategies of the rivers Danube, 

Ebro and Rhine).  

 

There are many different ways in which measures can be grouped. Here we chose to 

make a distinction between structural (based on physical constructions or changes 

introduced) and non structural (non-physical changes) measures. Furthermore, meas-

ures were grouped under different measure types, to enhance the readability of the 

list.  

 
For specific adaptation measures, an exemplary exercise was made during the work-

shops, of how these measures could translate into specific actions which would need 

to be undertaken for the implementation of these measures (see Annex 5). 
 
The above mentioned inventory of possible measures that could be implemented in 

the Meuse river basin illustrate how one could proceed to produce a climate adapta-

tion strategy for the Meuse river basin. In order to make a selection/combination of 

these measures, the list would need to be completed and a joint discussion would be 

necessary on values and priorities, so that trade-offs can be made. In interviews, 

stakeholders pointed at possible criteria, which good measures would need to meet, in 

order to be accepted (see Figure 5.1).  These could serve as a basis for future discus-

sions on climate adaptation in the Meuse river basin. 

 

Figure 5.1.: ‘Word cloud’ of the desired characteristics of good solutions, as identified by interviewees 

from the different countries/regions. Size of the words correlates with the number of interviewees 

who named the issue (total number of interviews: 9) 
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6 Steps towards (trans)national climate adaptation in the 
Meuse river basin 

In four national groups, the participants of the second workshop identified steps that 

should be taken regionally/nationally, bilaterally between nations, and multilaterally 

between nations, to achieve an effective climate-change adaptation program for the 

Meuse River Basin. A comparison of the lists of steps identified per country (see be-

low) shows that there are differences, but also commonalities between countries. The 

differences can mostly be attributed to the different local contexts: Depending on 

their geographic position in the river basin (upstream/ downstream), their water go-

vernance structure and the functioning of their part of the water system, countries are 

faced with different challenges with respect to climate change. For the same reasons, 

also the degree of urgency associated with the challenges may vary between coun-

tries. On the other hand, several common challenges can be observed, which offer 

opportunities for future cooperation. An example is the need to clarify the urgency of 

climate change adaptation and the necessity of actions to be undertaken, or the need 

for more insight and knowledge on the Meuse river basin. These needs were not only 

identified on the national levels, but also on bilateral and international level.  

 

Below, in table 6.1-6.4, the lists of steps which were identified in/for the different 

national groups are presented. 
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Table 6.1:Steps identified for France,  which should be taken regionally/nationally, bilaterally between 

nations, and multilaterally between nations, to achieve effective climate-change adaptation of 

the Meuse River Basin. 

France 

1. National steps: 

1.1. Adaptation to Climate Change to be included in the revised plans: in the Flood Prevention 

Programmes (PAPI) and Flood Risk Prevention Plans (PPRI), the Water Planning and Manage-

ment Framework (SDAGE), and the Water Agency Programme (revised every 3 years). 

 

2. Bilateral steps: France-Belgium 

2.1. Identify relevant organisations in Belgium: get the organization chart (can the Meuse Commis-

sion produce them?), who are our contact persons? 

2.2. Exchange of ‘representatives’ or ‘observers’ in our technical committees (CoTech) to hear the 

Belgium point of view? 

2.3. Optimisation of means: for studies or model- development (not for investments) -  but be 

aware of different timings between countries. 

 

3. Transnational steps: 

3.1. EU Commission: re-negotiation of the WFD and the FRMD�  not in our hands  

3.2. International Meuse Commission :  

• Find out where the politicians are in the IMC, how often they meet and what influence 

they have. And then: 

• Fix common future objectives (target 2020 or 2050?) 

• Share a vision and challenges 

• Be ambitious to start new topics 

• Require additional funding 

• Could the organisation of the IMC imitate the French ‘Basin Committees’ or the 

IPCC? 

3.3. A new work culture: Do not only focus on the implementation of national requirements but 

first verify that it is OK with your neighbours and associate them more deeply to find possible 

synergies. 
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Table 6.2: Steps identified for Belgium, which should be taken regionally/nationally, bilaterally be-

tween nations, and multilaterally between nations, to achieve effective climate-change adap-

tation of the Meuse River Basin. 

Belgium 

Remark: in the EU Belgium always is considered as one country, but most of the legislation is regional. 

 

1. National steps: 

1.1. In the Walloon adaptation plan the AMICE results will be taken into account. For this the ap-

proval by the Walloon government is needed. The adaptation plan will be ready by 2013. 

1.2. The same could be the case for Flanders. 

1.3. Harmonization of maps: coordination between VMM and GTI. 

1.4. The regional governments should apply strategic land acquisition and quickly offer alternative 

locations in land use planning and stimulate flood-proof building. 

1.5. The regional governments should take the initiative for an annual exercise to make citizens 

aware of flooding risks (like in Dordrecht). 

 

2. Bilateral steps: Belgium – The Netherlands 

2.1. This level is only relevant in a small number of specific situations/actions, for instance the 

Maaswerken. In most of the other cases the problem is local or international. 

 

3. Bilateral steps: Belgium – all neighboring countries 

3.1. Harmonization of maps by the responsible authorities with information from IMC. This must 

be done in short term. 

 

4. Transnational steps 

4.1. Harmonising Climate Change scenarios in modeling. This is a mid-term action. 

4.2. EU: There should be an EU-incentive for agriculture/plowing along contour lines, buffer 

stretches and small retention areas. 

4.3. International Meuse Commission: 

• The AMICE results should be presented to IMC; 

• The coordinated actions must be defined by IMC; 

• For this the approval by countries is needed. 

• Creation of a technical working group in IMC so that knowledge gets improved. 
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 Table 6.3: Steps identified for Germany, which should be taken regionally/nationally, bilaterally be-

tween nations, and multilaterally between nations, to achieve effective climate-change adap-

tation of the Meuse River Basin. 

Germany 

1. National steps: 

1.1. Prove relevance of topic for national part of Meuse river basin: Show, if there is need for ac-

tion, which actions are needed, where and when! 

Who is to execute the action? Managers/ users of water/ license holders (in cooperation with 

research institutes) 

When? – 

1.2. Assess events of strong precipitation and their effects based on higher resolution or new radar 

systems (TERENO) 

 

2. Bilateral steps: Germany - Netherlands 

2.1. Regulation and management of reservoirs: Include criteria reflecting Dutch situa-

tion/demands. IMPORTANT: First show necessity and urgency 

Who is to execute the action? Water Boards, regional governments 

When? Long term 

2.2. Prove urgency and if necessary put climate change on the agenda of regional/local trans-

boundary meetings/boards, such as: 

o Deutsch-Niederländische Grenzgewässerkommission (permanente Nederlands-

Duitse Grenswaterencommissie) & sub-commissions (e.g. for Ems/ Eems)  

How? Make a proposition to commission/ sub-commissions to include climate change impacts/ 

adaptation on agenda 

Who is to execute the action? In principle everyone� necessity to convince members 

When? Maybe relevant on longterm 

2.3. Strengthen local research initiatives, e.g. AMICE, or other ongoing joint research project with 

France on drought and water quality 

 

3. Transnational steps 

3.1. Use multi-lateral research projects 

3.2. Improve multi-lateral information (Purpose is reporting to EC in scope of directives) 

Who is to execute the action? IMC 

3.3. Improve possibilities for sharing data, increase access to data/ “sharability” of data 

When? Difficult: bilateral data exchange agreements are needed between organizations. Im-

prove existing contracts with data providers. 
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Table 6.4:  Steps identified for the Netherlands, which should be taken regionally/nationally, bilateral-

ly between nations, and multilaterally between nations, to achieve effective climate-change 

adaptation of the Meuse River Basin. 

The Netherlands 

1. National steps: 

1.1. The River Basin approach is important and awareness in other countries/regions is necessary, 

but certainly also in the Netherlands: The national climate change adaptation programme in 

the Netherlands is the Delta Programme, but this programme only looks at the rivers in the 

Netherlands and not beyond the borders. So it is important to open up this national pro-

gramme for transboundary issues. In order to achieve this, it is necessary that 

� The results of AMICE are discussed at the national level. 

� The knowledge developed in AMICE is connected to the knowledge developed/used in 

the Delta Programme: inside Deltares, inside KNMI. 

� Assumptions regarding boundary conditions are connected with those in upstream 

countries. 

1.2. It must be made clear which results AMICE has that are attractive for or confronting to the Del-

ta Programme/Dutch water managers, for instance: 

� According to the French climate scenarios, the winters will be dryer, instead wetter, 

which the Dutch scenarios predict; 

� Maastricht and Liège will be flooded according to some models. This is important for 

trimming the extreme flows. 

1.3. Concrete actions: 

� The Deltaprogramme needs to be approached (Ministry) 

� The specialists must get connected 

� The press to be involved: 

� Scientific appendix in newspaper: “results AMICE revolutionary and “boun-

dary-shifting””; Zembla (RIWA) 

� WFD Conference in ‘s Hertogenbosch in September (Aa & Maas) 

� Get the right people at the AMICE final conference (all) 

� Press briefing (Ministry) 

 

2. Bilateral steps: Netherlands - Belgium 

2.1. The importance of the Meuse and the Meuse Action Programme must be made clear; the 

Province of Limburg is responsible for “Delta Gebiedsprogramma”, and does already involve 

Flanders and Wallonia. 

 

3. Multilateral/Transnational steps 

3.1. There must be a governmental connection to the AMICE results: 

� AMICE will give a presentation already at the October session of the IMC 

� The 3 directors in the Ministries I&M, E,L & I must also be invited. 

� There must be a presentation in the Province of Limburg 

Within AMICE, we must draw relevant conclusions regarding the consequences of the developed know-

ledge. 

 

We must identify the “white spots” in knowledge that still exist: the knowledge we still miss 
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7 Conclusions 

Based on the interviews and the workshops, it can be concluded that decision-makers 

in the Meuse river basin share a common vision with respect to how they imagine the 

river basin to look like in the year 2100. The inherent contradictions in this vision were 

recognized and discussed in workshops, and are also reflected in the resulting list of 

challenges. These challenges can be grouped in different clusters, of which ‘water 

quantity’ (too much and too little water) and ‘coordination and cooperation’ were 

most prominent.  

 

Nevertheless, there is a lot of diversity between countries with respect to the chal-

lenges they are facing and the degree of urgency they associate with the need for 

climate change adaptation. 

 

The need for better international coordination and cooperation which was identified 

in the challenges also returned when identifying steps on transnational level. Also on 

bilateral level, there was a wish for better communication and a better acquaintance 

between organisations.  

 

The steps identified for national and bi-lateral level showed commonalities and differ-

ences, depending on the geographical location in the river basin. For the further de-

velopment of the roadmap to climate change adaptation, we recommend to take the 

following steps: 

 
i. AMICE should make its results and the importance thereof clear and opera-

tional. 
ii. The respective managing authorities should organize or use existing na-

tional workshops and/ or working groups to discuss the results of AMICE 
and identify the appropriate measures, both national, bilateral and transna-
tional 

iii. Transnational bodies should identify common coordination actions that as-
sist the above. 
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Annex 1: List of workshop participants and interviewees  

Name Affiliation Country/region 

Jan Molleman* Provincie Limburg Netherlands 

Joop de Bijl* Waterschap Aa en Maas Netherlands 

Saskia Onnink Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment Netherlands 

Jens Reuber Meuseworks Netherlands 

Harry Römgens  RIWA Maas-Meuse Netherlands 

Kathleen Fontaine NV de Scheepvaart Belgium (Flanders) 

Jef Guelinckx* Flemish Environment Agency Belgium (Flanders) 

Koen Maeghe* NV de Scheepvaart Belgium (Flanders) 

Heide Jekel Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conserva-

tion and Nuclear Safety (BMU) 

Germany 

Thomas Borchers Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conserva-

tion and Nuclear Safety (BMU) 

Germany 

Almut Nagel Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conserva-

tion and Nuclear Safety (BMU) 

Germany 

Gerhard Odenkirchen* Ministry for Climate Protection, Environment, Agricultu-

re, Nature Conservation and Consumer Protection 

(NRW) 

Germany 

Erik Buschhüter* Ministry for Climate Protection, Environment, Agricultu-

re, Nature Conservation and Consumer Protection 

(NRW) 

Germany 

Thomas Menzel Ministry for Climate Protection, Environment, Agricultu-

re, Nature Conservation and Consumer Protection 

(NRW) 

Germany 

Gertrud Schaffeldt Bezirksregierung Köln Germany 

Bernd Mehlig Landesamt für Natur, Umwelt und Verbraucherschutz 

NRW (LANUV) 

Germany 

Antje Goedeking Wasserverband Eiffel-Ruhr Germany 

Paul Dewil Service Public de Wallonie Belgium (Walonia) 

Gianni Ferrara Service Public de Wallonie Belgium (Walonia) 

Cécile Lamalle* Service Public de Wallonie Belgium (Walonia) 

Julien Hoyaux* Walloon Agency for Air and Climate Belgium (Walonia) 

Delphine Pontégnie* Service Public de Wallonie Belgium (Walonia) 

Didier de Thysebaert* Service Public de Wallonie Belgium (Walonia) 

Jean-Marc Vauthier* Agence de l'Eau Rhin-Meuse France 

Corinne Pelouin-Hadrane* Agence de l'Eau Rhin-Meuse France 

Xavier De Lacaze Ministry of Environment  France 

Pierre Bernat y Vicens* DREAL Champagne-Ardenne France 

Pascal Lemaray* DREAL Champagne-Ardenne France 

Maïté Fournier EPAMA France 

Hendrik Buiteveld Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment,  

Rijkswaterstaat 

Netherlands 

Bouke Ottow Deltares Netherlands 

Ina Krueger Deltares Netherlands 

Otto de Keizer Deltares Netherlands 

Martine Lejeune Communicatie en Ecologie Belgium (Flanders) 

Benjamin Sinaba University of Aachen Germany 

* = Has been interviewed in preparation of workshops 
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Annex 2: Methodology for the compilation of a roadmap to-
wards transnational climate adaptation 

1. Introduction 

The AMICE Partnership does not represent all decision-making levels in the Meuse 

river basin. In order to build a proposal which takes into account all on-going projects 

and policies, we decided to open the discussions to a wider audience. 

Hence, this roadmap is based on a combination of preparative interviews and work-

shops with water managers and decision-makers of the four Meuse countries (i.e. 

France, Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands). 

 
2. Identification of invited participants 

Four to five participants per country(/region) were selected and invited to discuss the 

findings of AMICE and to agree on the steps which need to be taken in order to adapt 

the Meuse basin to the challenges posed by climate change. 

Workshop participants were water managers or decision-makers from the Meuse 

countries(/regions), who are familiar with the water management in the Meuse river 

basin. A majority of the participants had experiences in both administration and plan-

ning, and they were knowledgeable on the bio-geophysical functioning of the river 

system. 

 

3. Exploratory interviews 

In preparation of the workshops, a total of 9 explorative interviews were held with 14  

relevant stakeholders identified by the AMICE project team as key decision-makers in 

the different countries of the Meuse river basin, and with a representative of the In-

ternational Meuse Commission. Based on these interviews, a more detailed impres-

sion of stakeholder needs and expectations was gained, based on which the discus-

sions which were to be held in the workshops could be prepared. 

As a further illustration, together with the workshop results, the results of these inter-

views with key stakeholders, are presented throughout this document in tables (e.g.  

Table 4.2) and in form of Word clouds (e.g. Figure 5.1., Figure 4.1 and Figure 5.1.). 

Word clouds give a visual representation of the frequency of words in a random pat-

tern, whereby the size of the words correlates with the number of interviews in which 

the issue was named. 

 

4. The starting document 

A starting document was prepared which offered background information and formed 

the basis of the discussion during the workshops. The present roadmap is derived from 

the starting document. 

 

5. The first workshop 
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In the first workshop, participants exchanged their visions of the desired situation of 

the Meuse river basin in the year 2100 and they compiled a list of priority trans-

national challenges from climate change in the Meuse river basin. Furthermore, a list 

of measures which could be implemented to prevent or mitigate negative impacts 

from climate change were identified (see Annex 4). Along with the purpose of produc-

ing a vision, challenges and measures, the first workshop also had an objective to 

make water managers and decision-makers from the different parts of the river basin 

become acquainted with each other. Thus, where work was executed and discussions 

were held in sub-groups, care was taken that the composition of the groups was as 

diverse as possible, with respect to nationality and profession/specialization. 

The first workshop took place on two days (30
th

 and 31
st

 of May 2012).  

 

6. In between workshops 

Subsequent to this workshop, the AMICE project team convened and discussed the 

workshop results. Measures were analysed and different clusters of measures formed. 

The results of this analysis were presented to the stakeholders in the adapted starting 

document and during the second workshop. 

 

7. The second workshop 

The second of the two workshops took place on the 13
th

 of June 2012. As the partici-

pants of the two workshops differed due to different availabilities, the second work-

shop allowed also for input into the results of the first workshop. In this workshop, as 

an exemplary exercise, several measures were evaluated in small, mixed groups (like 

in workshop 1, care was taken that the composition of the groups was as diverse as 

possible, with respect to nationality and profession/specialization), based on a climate 

proofing exercise which had been developed by AMICE. The climate proofing method 

consisted of ranking the measures with respect to previously identified criteria, which 

were specified by the AMICE project. A detailed impression of this methodology can 

be found in the report of AMICE Workpackage 1, Action 8.  

 

Thereafter, the steps which should be taken to enable the implementation of meas-

ures were identified on a (sub-)national, bilateral and transnational level in country 

groups.  
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8. Evaluation of the workshops 

At the end of the second workshop, the participants were asked to describe their per-

ceptions and feelings on the participatory process and on how they look forward. The 

results are presented in the word clouds in figures 1 and 2.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1: Result of the evaluation of the workshops by stakeholders displayed in a word cloud. Stake-

holders were asked to name one word which described the feeling with which they were look-

ing back on the participative process to produce a transnational roadmap for climate change 

adaptation of the Meuse river basin. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2: Result of the evaluation of the workshops by stakeholders displayed in a word cloud. Stake-

holders were asked to name one word which described the feeling with which they looked 

forward based on what they had shared/learned/heard on the workshops. 
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Annex 3: Current situation of the Meuse river basin: A brief 
overview of the preliminary results of AMICE 

The present chapter is based on and limited to the results of the AMICE project at the 

time of writing. A more detailed, up-to-date overview of the results of the AMICE pro-

ject can be found on the AMICE webpage (www.amice-project.eu). Here, also detailed 

reports of the different workpackages and actions can be downloaded.  

Before continuing to present the results of AMICE, it is important to note that the 

exact implications of climate change are and will remain uncertain. AMICE helps to get 

a better picture of what the trends are, but cannot predict which scenario is actually 

going to happen in the Meuse river basin, a problem which is also experienced in other 

European river basins, such as the Rhine and the Danube. 

AMICE works on climate projections for the medium (2021-2050) and far (2071-2100) 

future. Two extreme scenarios are built that represent the reliable envelope of possi-

ble futures.  

Table 0.1: Overview of measures implemented and evaluated in the scope of AMICE 

WP 2 Natural water retention Naives basin (Belgium) : management of hydrological extremes 

Steenbergse Vliet (Netherlands) : more space for the river 

Ardennes (Belgium): wetlands restoration 

WP3 : floods and low-flows 

management 

Lock of Ham (Belgium): reduce damages from low-flows 

HOWABO (Netherlands): a multi-functional area which can be 

temporarily flooded 

Rur reservoirs (Germany): modification of the management rules 

of large dam systems 

WP 4: flood exercises Coordinated flood exercises throughout the whole river basin 

 

The paragraphs below present the results of the project so far, structured along the 

workpackage numbers (see also Table 0.1 for an overview of the structure of AMICE). 

As AMICE was still ongoing at the time of writing, some of the actions and workpack-

ages are also still ongoing. Therefore, the paragraphs below do not offer a complete 

picture of the final results of the project. All AMICE reports which are published can be 

found on the AMICE website under www.amice-project.eu 
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1. WP1: Impacts of future floods and low-flows: An analysis of cli-

mate- change- induced floods and low-flows 

1.1  Climate scenarios and hydrological model 

Previous to AMICE, different climate models were in use by the different partners of 

AMICE. The main difference between the scenarios of the different countries was 

related to the predicted precipitation. All scenarios which were in use by the different 

partners show a temperature increase. 

Furthermore, wet and dry scenarios show a precipitation decrease in summer 

Thus, the first step of the project was to decide on a common climate model, and 

thereby the exact trends, based on which common future scenarios could be devel-

oped. Together, the AMICE partners agreed on the following trends: 

- Flood discharges : an increase in Qhx100 (centennial hourly flood peak) of 

+15% for 2021-2050 and +30% for 2071-2100 

- Low-flows discharges : a decrease in MAM7 (Mean Annual Minimum 7-

days discharge values) of -10% for 2021-2050 and -40% for 2071-2100. 

 

A table with specific information on the climate scenario developed in scope of AMICE 

can be found under: http://www.amice-project.eu/en/news.php?refactu=40 

In the next step, the hydraulic models which are in use by the different partners (see 

Figure 2.1 for an overview of which hydraulic model is used in which region of the river 

basin) were linked to each other.  
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1.2  Flood maps & risk analysis 

As a third step, flood maps along the whole course of river Meuse were developed, 

accounting for the hydrological impact of climate change.  

The flood maps and calculations show a significantly higher impact of climate change 

on water depth in the central part of the basin (max. 130cm over the centennial 

flood), compared to the upper and lower parts (max 70cm over the centennial flood). 

This is due to the morphology of the valleys, which are more narrow in the central 

part, as compared to upstream and downstream.  

 

More : http://www.amice-project.eu/en/news.php?refactu=67 

 

Based on these flood maps, potential financial damage caused by the extra flooded 

area was calculated.  

With regard to monetary damages, the major cities along the river are the most vul-

nerable to future floods. Though the Meuse basin is largely covered by forest and 

agricultural land, human settlements account for the major part of the total flood 

damage. 

 

1.3  Hotspots 

Maps have been drawn for seven specific “hotspots” of the Meuse basin (see Figure 

0.1 for an overview of these hotspots) with a fine enough scale to see the impacts of 

climate change on the territories. The following detailed maps were produced: 

� flood extents for the HQ100 discharge on the periods 1971-2000, 2021-2050, 

2071-2100 for the wet scenario 

� damage increase between the HQ100 floods of the present, medium term and 

long term for the wet scenario 

The hotspot maps will be available during workshops. However, it is not (yet) possible 

to present them digitally. 
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Figure 0.1: Location of Hotspots along the Meuse river basin 

 

1.4  Droughts and low-flows 

Drought is one of the hazards expected to be exacerbated by climate change. How-

ever, estimating damage caused by drought are difficult to assess. In AMICE, impacts 

are being studied on 4 sectors : Agriculture, navigation, energy and drinkwater produc-

tion. These studies are still ongoing. However, below, the first results for each of these 

sectors will be briefly summarized. 

� Agriculture : It appears that some crops will suffer from climate change, like 

maize, while others, such as wheat and barley, will be enhanced in their 

growth. Meadows will also be favoured due to an earlier growth. 

� Navigation : In the Meuse river basin, inland shipping already nowadays suffers 

restrictions in summer due to insufficient water depths in the river and it’s ca-

nals. It is expected that in the future, costly solutions like pumping will be more 

and more used. 

� Energy : Nuclear power plants and hydropower stations require minimum wa-

ter discharges for their functioning. Energy production would have to stop if 

the droughts last too long, leading to heavy economic losses for the producers. 
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� Drinking water production could be affected (less water and a lesser quality) 

but many alternative solutions exist, like water storage or ground-water pump-

ing. This sector seems to be less vulnerable to the Meuse’s low-flows. 

 

2. WP 2-4: Structural and non-structural measures for climate 

change adaptation  

A number of investments were carried out under the scope of AMICE. Figure 0.2 gives 

an indication of the location of the different works done.  In the following paragraphs, 

each of these investments will be briefly presented.  

 

Figure 0.2: Location of the AMICE investments in scope of WP 2 and 3 

2.1  WP2: Natural water retention, an example of non-structural protection 

against future water-related risks 

 

I. Project in Naives basin (Belgium): An example for the management of 

hydrological extremes. Ny is located in the upstream part of the basin, at 

the confluence of two channelled and narrow streams (Naives and 

Moulin) that generate major damage during violent floods. The objective 

of the management plan is to stem the flood peak. The proposed solution 

is to increase the evacuation capacity of the underground water network 

in the village. A controlled washland will be built downstream of Ny in the 

alluvial plain. All the necessary studies and permits have been validated. 

The works have just started. A public meeting was organised last Decem-

ber. 
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Status of works : in progress 

Applicability elsewhere : Application elsewhere in the river basin is easy and 

even recommended ! 

 

 

II. Project on the Steenbergse Vliet (Netherlands) : give more space for the 

river. The Steenbergse Vliet is situated at the very downstream part of 

the Meuse basin, near the mouth of the river in the North Sea. Multiple 

issues are at stake here: 

� create new water retention areas anticipating the sea level 

rise due to climate change, combined with river ecology de-

velopment 

� solve the problem of water shortages in dry periods (blue-

green algae blooms) 

� enable multifunctional land use (water storage, recreation, 

housing in flood plains, new role for historical heritage). 

All this is combined with innovative communication means, for in-

stance the creation of GPS roads. 

Status of works :The works are completed. A volume of 80.000 m3 of soil were  

removed which results in 3,5 ha of space for water. 

Applicability elsewhere : easy, already carried-out on other sites as well.  

. 

 

III. Project in Ardennes (Belgium): wetland restoration:  

This project is based on the idea that ecosystems which function in a 

natural way are more resilient to the effects of climate change. 

For this project, two small tributaries of the river Amel/ Amblève were 

chosen. The first is the river Emmels between Medell and Born, the 

second is the Rechterbach and its tributaries near the village of Recht.  

In the first valley the vegetation is open (without trees or bushes) and 

consists principally of wet grasslands and marshland. Restoration ac-

tions have been taking place since 30 years so the vegetation is devel-

oping in a natural way.  

The second valley is covered in woodland, consisting mainly of spruce 

plantations. One of the project areas is located north of the village of 

Recht. Its surface is about 8 ha and it is owned by Riou’s local partner 

Natagora/BNVS. Two years ago it was a high and dense spruce planta-

tion; it was completely cleared-up and now a wet heathland vegetation 

with peatmoss is developing on the slopes. 

Stations have been installed to register climate parameters and the riv-

ers’ discharges. The restoration effect on the water level in both valleys 

can then be measured. The biodiversity in both areas is also being 

monitored. 

Status of works: achieved, monitoring in progress 

Applicability elsewhere : Easily possible, monitoring will help improve efficiency 
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           Figure 0.3:  Wetland restoration near the Village of Recht in the Ardennes (Belgium) 

 

2.2  WP3: Control of water quantities: An example of structural protection 

against future, water related risks 

 

The international river basin of the Meuse is a major traffic route of Europe. Commer-

cial shipping takes place up to Givet, and there are connections with the harbours of 

Antwerp and Rotterdam via canals. There are numerous water uses: navigation, drink-

ing water (e.g. for Brussels, out of the river basin), hydropower, cooling water for in-

dustry (2 nuclear power plants : Chooz and Tihange), agriculture, leisure, etc. The fol-

lowing projects were carried out in scope of WP3 of AMICE: 

 

 

IV. Project on the Lock of Ham (Belgium) in order to reduce damages from 

low-flows on the Meuse river. The installations of pumps on all of the 

sluice-complexes of the Albert Canal will be the best measure to prevent 

problems due to low flows. Thanks to these pumps, part of the shipping 

water used in the sluices can be pumped upstream again. The pumps are 

being built at the moment and will be installed this summer. 

Status of works : in progress 
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Applicability elsewhere : already planned on other locks, use also possible on 

other channels 

 

Figure 0.4: Lock of Ham in Ham, Belgium 
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V. Project HOWABO (Netherlands) construction of a multi-functional area 

(agriculture, natural reserve) which can be temporarily flooded.  

The Aa and Dommel rivers cover important parts of the city of ’s-

Hertogenbosch. The problem is that in times of (very) high flows of the 

river Meuse, the Aa and Dommel cannot discharge and the city is flooded. 

The solution found to store water does not jeopardize the city’s devel-

opment.  

Status of Works : in progress: The works start in 2012 with the construction of 

the water inlet. 

Applicability elsewhere : easy, if urban planners are open-minded 

 

Figure 0.5: HOWABO, Den Bosch, Netherlands 

VI. Project of Rur reservoirs (Germany): Modification of the management 

rules of the large dam system to adapt to new climate conditions. The 

goal is to know whether this complex system will still be efficient in the 

future decades. The managers have to take into account the change in 

the rainfall patterns but also an increasing population with high water 

demands. A first modelling has shown that low-flows is the major prob-

lem. 

Status of works : in progress 

Applicability elsewhere : Possible, e.g. on other dam systems 
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Figure 0.6: Rur reservoirs, Germany 
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2.3  WP4: Crisis management software: A preparedness measure against future 

water related risks.  

 

In each of the riparian countries of the Meuse, independent  procedures, methods and 

tools for the preparation and management of flood crises have been developed and 

implemented. One of AMICE first actions consists in comparing and describing them. It 

led to the report: ‘Flood crisis management in the Meuse basin’. 

Part of climate change adaptation is to react better in case an extreme flood event 

would occur. France, Belgium, and the Netherlands have organised a transnational 

exercise, based on a flood scenario that has been calculated to reflect one climate 

change option: a severe increase of winter precipitations of 25% by the year 2050. It 

involved more than 330 participants. The exercise was a good opportunity to test 

internal procedures and information sharing. The flood maps and risk maps were also 

improved. Such a large scale test had never been organised on the Meuse basin. Re-

turns of experiences are being organised in both countries to identify points to be 

improved in the future. 

Status of works : achieved 

Applicability elsewhere : easily possible. 

 

 
 

 

2.4  WP5 : Communication 
 

The AMICE-film is ready! You can find it at www.amice-film.eu  

This interactive web-based documentary tells you more about the Meuse river basin in 

15 separate stories. 

 

Figure 0.7: Fotos of the flood exercise 
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Annex 4: List of measures 

                                                           
3
 Be aware that navigation will increase. 

4
 Design of pumps should take into account future discharges. 

5
 No construction in future flooding zones, no excessive water consumption. 

6
 In the 1st week in October every year, a flood exercise is run in the city of Dordrecht, in which the city of Dordrecht is really flooded with water. The mayor sends a 

letter on the 3rd Wednesday in September to all inhabitants in that region that the inner city will be flooded and cars cannot be parked. (Use future flooding sce-

narios as basis for this exercise?). 
7
 Distribution of information booklets for everyone who wants to build in a floodable area (or possible future flooding area), indicating what kind of measures are 

necessary and what kind of regulations he/she needs to comply with. 

No Measure Structural 
Non structu-

ral 

CHALLENGE 

Unsustai- 

nable 

landuse 

lack of 

aware- 

ness 

Bad water 

quality & 

Ecology 

Lack of 

know- 

ledge 

Existing 

directives do 

not cover 

climate 

change 

Integra- 

tion of 

water 

uses 

Water 

shortage 

Lack of 

inter- 

national 

coor- 

dination 

Household savings 

1 Financial incentives for climate adaptation   x             x   

2 Solve leakages in the drinking water network x x             x   

Change agricultural water management 

4 People get paid for water/ecosystem services    x x               

5 Compensation for flooding (e.g. Overdiepse Polder)    x x               

6 
 Adapt agriculture: Plowing along contour lines, buffer stretches, small 

retention areas 
  x x               

7 Promote and maintain climate buffers (wetlands, grasslands)                  x   

8 
Adapt cultivation techniques to climate buffer functioning (winter crops as 

water retention vs bare soil) 
x               x   

9 Allow free meandering of natural rivers as retention measure
3
 x               x   

10 Stop destroying grasslands    x     x       x   

11 
Water storage at the scale of the field (systems to open/close the drainage 

network at will) 
  x             x   

Change industrial water management 

12 
Dialogue with the industrial sector to increase industry's awareness of water 

shortages.  
  x             x   

13 Continue developing water-efficient processes    x             x   

14 
Water management both at the scale of the factory and at the scale of the 

industrial area : water from one industry could be re-used by another x x           x x   

Change urban water management 

15 
Offer alternative locations in land use planning -> strategic land acquisition 

and reservation 
  x x               

16 
Stimulate flood-proof building (floodable basements, floating houses 

anticipating future floods) 
x x x               

17 Split sewerage and rain water, re-use rain water x               x   

18 
Increase infiltration by using more permeable surfaces (e.g. parking areas), 

or building ponds   
x             x x   

19 
Build ponds and small water storage facilities within cities to be used in case 

of floodings 
x             x x   

20 No limit on insurance charge if in flooded area   x x               

Change water management for navigation 

21 
Construct pumps to re-fill sluice reservoirs (canal Albert) and produce 

hydropower
4
 

x             x     

22  Water management on navigable channels  x               x   

23 Fill-up the sluices before letting the ships through  x               x   

24 Pumping water back  x             x x   

25 Better maintenance of the channels and sluices to avoid leakages  x               x   

26 Better financial incentives on the shipping sector (the user-pays principle)    x             x   

27 
Evaluate the economic benefits of  small and old channels for economical 

interest and maintenance costs 
x               x   

Communication 

28 
Support advocacy for climate change adaptation on international/ EU level 

  x         x       

29 Organize sustainable tourism along the whole river Meuse
5
    x           x     

30 
Annual exercise in which part of the city will actually be flooded (Example 

Dordrecht)
6
 

  x   x             

31 Information booklets for construction in flood-prone areas
7
   x   x             

32 Find / create pilot case as a “breakthrough story”, specifically related to CC   x               x 

33 
Distribute knowledge on harmful substances/ effects of pollution on water 

quality and biodiversity 
  x   x x           

34 
Raise price of water and show on the bill what people pay for (% for water 

purification % for etc.) 
  x   x         x   

35 Study tour to flooded area   x   x   x         

36 
Increase awareness for profitability of safe and nature-friendly hous-

ing/infrastructure (e.g. waterpark). 
  x   x             

37 
Use related events in other areas for communication campaigns (e.g. 

flooding of Danube). 
  x   x             

38 Tell people about causes of flooding (e.g. concrete in garden).   x   x             

39 Participative involvement   x   x       x     

Explore alternative storage possibilities 

40 State to aquire strategic terrain  x   x               

41 Parks as water storage  x   x           x   

42 Parking places as water storage  x   x           x   

43 Green infrastructure  x   x   x     x x   
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No Measure Structural 
Non structu-

ral 

CHALLENGE 

Unsustai- 

nable 

landuse 

lack of 

aware- 

ness 

Bad water 

quality & 

Ecology 

Lack of 

know- 

ledge 

Existing 

directives do 

not cover 

climate 

change 

Integra- 

tion of 

water 

uses 

Water 

shortage 

Lack of 

inter- 

national 

coor- 

dination 

Increase knowledge 

44 Assess and use knowledge from international conventions/congresses and 

climate adaptation measures/strategies from other projects/countries  

  x       x       x 

45 
Detailed inventory of the water uses of different sectors, including their 

future trends 
  x             x   

46 
Detailed inventory of surface and groundwaterquantity and quality in the 

whole river basin 
  x             x   

47 
Evaluate the economic value (ecological services) of the Meuse basin 

ecosystems.  
  x                 

48 
Determine the carrying capacity of the system and the scope for developing 

more water uses  
  x             x   

49 Compare impacts of CC on water shortages with other pressures.   x             x   

50 Evaluation of the measures’ efficiency under different CC scenarios
8
   x             x   

51 
Studies on which issues can be combined and how: “is it possible to combine 

agriculture with navigation?” 
  x       x   x     

52 Learn from examples of combination between nature and recreation   x       x   x     

53 
Which measures have been identified by IMC? Make use of them!  

  x x x x x x x x x 

54 
More international research projects on future hydrological / climate or 

water trends and economic developments / developments of other sectors
9
  

  x       x       x 

International coordination/cooperation 

55 
Establish transnational scientific coordination body (independent or as 

working group under IMC)  
  x               x 

56 Sharing of information (data, methodologies) on CC   x               x 

57 
Establishment of a joint online knowledge platform/central database for the 

Meuse catchment  
  x               x 

58 Informal thematic networks and Transnational projects   x               x 

59 
Harmonize goals across borders when upstream/downstream effects : 

bilateral work 
  x               x 

60 
More mandate for the secretary of the IMC and more top-down commit-

ment 
  x               x 

61 Climate Change agreement on IMC level instead of EU level   x         x     x 

Monitoring and regulation 

62 
 Creation of common instruments for the whole river basin (maps, indica-

tors, models), linked to future cc scenarios 
  x       x       x 

63 Implement climate change adaptation in any new directive   x         x       

64 Implement climate change adaptation into existing directives (FD, WFD)
10

   x         x       

65 Integrate climate change  in river basin management plans    x         x       

66 Transnational monitoring   x               x 

67 Common international standards agreed by IMC   x     x         x 

68 
Monitoring network of IMC to be improved to include new substances 

(planned) 
  x     x         x 

69 Payment for Ecosystem Services         x           

Prevention of pollution 

70 
Replace harmful substances (e.g. pesticides, pharmaceutics) with biodegrad-

able alternatives 
x       x           

71 Change/ Optimize use of harmful substances (e.g. pesticides, pharmaceutics)   x     x           

72 Phase out harmful substances    x     x           

73 Close production and recycling cycles x (x)     x           

Water treatment 

74 Treatment before harmful substances arrive in surface waters x       x           

75 Coordinated treatment   x     x         x 

 

Above-displayed list shows, that in total, 75 measures were identified which can be implemented to adapt water management to climate change. This list of meas-

ures is by no means exhaustive, and many more can be found (as sources for more measures where mentioned the climate adaptation strategies of the rivers Da-

nube, Ebro and Rhine).  

There are two ways in which measures can be grouped. Generally, a distinction between structural (based on physical constructions or changes introduced) and non 

structural (non-physical changes) measures can be made. 

 

                                                           
8
 Dimensioning of infrastructure to include Climate Change. 

9
 This will provide arguments for investments and reduce uncertainty. 

10
 Be aware that legal and political procedure for changing directive is complicating (measure was debated by stakeholders). 
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Annex 5: Example lists of actions for several measures  

Group A 
Measure:  Improve Knowledge Helpful for challenge: lack of knowledge  

action location quantity time 

frame 

responsible agen-

cy 

supporting 

agencies 

bud-

get 

Create a scientific 

forum “toolbox” 

Internet / Short 

term 

IMC, maybe an 

IMC scientific 

working group? 

All scientific 

institute working 

on Meuse River 

Basin 

~ 

Better implementa-

tion of Aarhus Con-

vention and other 

respective EU law 

      

Improve knowledge 

on natural features of 

the system 

      

 
 
Measure:  Improve Water quality Helpful for challenge: Water quality 

action location quan-

tity 

time 

frame 

responsible 

agency 

supporting 

agencies 

budget 

Improve application of 

regulation 

Regio-

nal/nation

al 

- short-

term to 

mid-

term 

Respective 

agencies in 

countries 

- - 

New regulation� use 

“our” knowledge as input 

EU/interna

tional/ 

regional 

and natio-

nal 

- Short 

term 

Scientific 

institutes, 

policy makers. 

Use umbrella-

organization 

“we” as civil 

servants who 

know the issue. 

0 Euro 

Compensation of farmers 

for envir                  onmen-

tal services 

� added value for spatial 

quality, water quantity 

� couple this with local 

farm-product movement, 

e.g. slow food or ‘streek-

producten’  

River basin 

wide 

- Short-

term 

Regional 

(propaganda 

and advocacy 

by IMC?) 

Research insti-

tutes (with 

knowledge), 

NGOs 

- 

Prevention campaign � 

mobilization of harmful 

substances  

Local 

National 

internatio-

nal 

- Ongoing, 

but 

increase 

effort 

Organizations, 

NGOs, go-

vernments 

Health agencies, 

etc 

- 

Adapt licensing system. 

Crucial questions: 

� How are licenses given 

in the different countries? 

� do the people who 

issue licenses know about 

effect of harmful sub-

stances on basin level? 

River 

Basin- 

wide 

- Short 

term 

Governments Licensing organi-

zations, drinking 

water companies 

- 

Conduct a comparative River-basin - Short Interested Authorities of - 
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(governance-) study 

between the different 

countries on how licenses 

are issued 

wide term parties, IMC different re-

gions/ countries. 

Those who are 

issuing licenses 

 
 
 
Group B 
Measure: legal framework land use Helpful for challenge: 

• Land use 

Action Location Quantity Time 

frame 

Resp. agency Supporting 

agencies 

budget 

Adapting existing land 

use legal instrument 

Walloon 

region 

 5-10 

years 

SPW   

Creating compensa-

tion mechanism for 

land 

Walloon 

Region 

 2-? 

years 

SPW   

Creating Databank of 

land 

Walloon 

Region 

     

Adapting existing land 

use legal instrument 

Flanders   R.O. C.I.W.  

Creating compensa-

tion mechanism for 

land to stimulate 

water retention ac-

tions on the farm level 

Netherlands   Ministry of 

Agriculture 

  

Rethink tax system in 

2
nd

 round WFD Plan 

Netherlands, 

EU 

  DGRW (ini-

tiative) 

Waterboards  

Produce booklet with 

info for private house 

owners through 

community, architect, 

notary public, house 

agent 

Germany 1000’s 0.5 

years 

WVER Bezirks regie-

rung (for con-

tents and 

distribution) 

€ 

15.000? 

 
Measure: use public places for water storage Helpful for challenge: 

• Land use 

Action Location Quantity Time 

frame 

Resp. agency Supporting 

agencies 

budget 

Guidance/technical 

inspiring standard 

   (initiative)  

WND 

CIW 

SPW 
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Group C. 
Measure: Inventory of water uses Helpful for challenge: 

• WATER SHORTAGES 

Action Location Quantity Time 

frame 

Resp. agency Supporting 

agencies 

budget 

4Steps :  

- decide on 

the scope of 

the invento-

ry 

- get the data 

- get the futu-

re trends 

- analysis 

All Meuse 

catchment 

 Can be 

quick 

… 

maybe 

already 

done 

(WFD) 

Meuse Commis-

sion or another 

network/project 

working on the 

water shortages 

topic 

Water 

users, 

involve the 

private 

sector 

Depends on 

accessibility of 

data and scope 

 
Measure: Climate buffers and natural rivers 

 

Helpful for challenge: 

• WATER SHORTAGES 

Action Location Quantity Time 

frame 

Resp. agency Supporting 

agencies 

budget 

Waiting contributions from participants 

 
Measure: Field-scale management in agriculture 

 

Helpful for challenge: 

• WATER SHORTAGES 

Action Location Quantity Time 

frame 

Resp. agency Supporting 

agencies 

budget 

Waiting contributions from participants 

 
Measure: Urban infiltration 

 

Helpful for challenge: 

• WATER SHORTAGES 

Action Location Quantity Time 

frame 

Resp. agency Supporting 

agencies 

budget 

Waiting contributions from participants 

 
Measure: Industrial processes  

 

Helpful for challenge: 

• WATER SHORTAGES 

Action Location Quantity Time 

frame 

Resp. agency Supporting 

agencies 

budget 

Waiting contributions from participants 

 
Measure: Water management on navigable channels Helpful for challenge: 

• WATER SHORTAGES 

Action Location Quantity Time 

frame 

Resp. agency Supporting 

agencies 

budget 

Waiting contributions from participants 

 
Measure: Household savings 

 

Helpful for challenge: 

• WATER SHORTAGES 

Action Location Quantity Time 

frame 

Resp. agency Supporting 

agencies 

budget 

Waiting contributions from participants 
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Measure: Value the existing knowledge and experience Helpful for challenge: 

• Coordination 

Action Location Quanti-

ty 

Time 

frame 

Resp. agency Suppor-

ting agen-

cies 

budget 

An online platform :  

- inventory of 

existing data-

bases 

- combining 

them 

- improving the 

platform for 

easy-access 

- advertise the 

platform 

All Meuse 

catch-

ment 

 After 

decision : 

less than 

2 years. 

 

Beware : 

keep this 

tool up-

to-date ! 

Meuse Commission Parties of 

the IMC 

Little 

cost to 

develop. 

 

Beware: 

main-

tenance 

to be 

bud-

geted as 

well 

Thematic networks and 

projects :  

- AMICE 2 

- Vue de Meuse 

- Others… 

All Meuse 

catch-

ment 

 2014-

2020 if 

funded 

by the 

ERDF 

 

If not, 

build 

short-

term 

projects 

with 

precise 

objec-

tives 

Voluntary basis 

 

 

 

- ? 

- Deltares 

- ?? 

Voluntary 

basis 

Depends 

on the 

projects. 

 
 


